
 

Free crocheting pattern for bamboo cloth

Download PDF here

This nice bamboo cloth is made in paired half trebles. It is made in bamboo yarn, which is a nice and
soft yarn that has a beautiful expression. Bamboo yarn is well suited for cloths as bamboo has an anti-
bacterial effect.
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Measurements:

Approx. 28 x 28 cm

Materials:

Yarn: Infinity Hearts Orchid. Contains 100% Bamboo. 50 g = approx. 185 metres

Crochet hook in size 3.5 mm

Crochet hook in size 3 mm

Darning needle

Yarn consumption:

2 skeins of Infinity Hearts Orchid. In this guide, we've used the colour 15 Grey

Abbreviations:

s = stitch

r = row

ch = chain

sl st = slip stitch

htr tog = half treble together

phtr = paired half treble

( ) = Indicates the number of stiches in a row

Instructions

Paired half treble – you can follow our picture guide below or see our video guide here:

Skip the 2 stitches for turning, 2 htr tog in the next 2 s, *2 htr tog by first sticking the hook into the
same s as the previous s, and after this, into the next s* for the entire r. The last htr tog need to be
finished in the 2 stitches for turning from the previous r.
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Ch 56 with hook 3.5 mm, turn with 2 ch.

R1: Use hook 3.0 mm, phtr in all ch, turn with 2 ch (55)

The remaining r: phtr in all s, the last phtr needs to be finished in the 2 stitches for turning from the
previous r (55)

Repeat until the cloth is a square.

Fasten off and fasten the ends

 

PICTURE GUIDE:

This is how you make a paired half treble: 

Yarn over the hook

 

Put the hook into the same stitch as the previous stitch



 

Yarn over hook, pull though the stitch



 

You now have 3 loops on the hook

Put the hook into the stitch, yarn over the hook, pull through the stitch



 

You now have 4 loops on the hook



 

Yarn over hook and pull through all 4 loops

This is how you make the last paired half treble on the row:

Yarn over hook



 

Put the hook into the same stitch as the previous stitch



 

Yarn over hook, pull though the stitch

You now have 3 loops on the hook



 

Put the hook into the 2 chains for turning



 

Yarn over hook, pull though the stitch

You now have 4 loops on the hook



 

Yarn over hook and pull the hook through all 4 loops



 

Make 2 chains for turning

Designed by: @kreatosse on Instagram (Majken Andreasen)
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